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From the Pastor’s Pen . . .
Well, here we go again. The dastardly pandemic, like a hurricane passing over warm
tropical waters, has strengthened in the southern United States. Though perhaps not
in danger of an eye-fall, Tennessee is certainly experiencing the outer bands of this
biological storm. If the analogy holds, I can personally attest that even an indirect
“hit” is capable of causing significant damage—damage of the sort that leaves scars
that last for generations. And, again, if the analogy holds, I can also attest that the
most challenging part of the storm is often not the storm itself, but the damage it
leaves in its wake. Perhaps an illustration drawn from the way-back machine will
make the point a bit more clearly.

In September of 1996 my young family and I had just recently moved to Wake Forest,
NC, to facilitate my seminary studies there full-time. Wake Forest was a quaint little
college town (the original site of Wake Forest University) steeped in history, adorned
with stately old homes, giant oaks, and beautiful 150+ year old buildings still in use
today. When weather forecasters warned that Hurricane Fran could potentially impact the region, most townsfolk evinced little concern, given that Wake Forest was
well over a hundred miles inland. As the hurricane came ashore concerns were
heightened a bit, but most of us simply battened down the hatches, made a few preparations, and went to bed. I recall hearing some impressive wind and rain noise, and
sneaking an occasional peek out the window, but for the most part we all slept soundly through the night.

Morning brought quite a surprise. We awoke to clear blue skies—the kind of clear
that only comes after a hurricane has scrubbed the heavens, the scent of evergreens
heavy in the air, and a stillness unusual even for a very small town. Our little rented
house, within easy walking distance of the seminary campus, had suffered virtually no
damage. Leaves and limbs littered our yard, but the stately magnolia out front stood
proudly as ever. However, a walk to the seminary campus revealed a very different
story. Hundreds of giant trees, most of them oaks of one variety or another, had been
plucked up by the roots. Along the town’s main wooded thoroughfares, many of the
trees had become entangled with power lines and, driven by the wind, rolled them up
like twine on a stick. Weeks would pass before power was restored to some parts of
the town. Most roads were blocked by fallen trees and widespread flooding kept
some routes in- or out of town blocked for a month or more. Rebuilding basic infrastructure will take months. Cleanup will take years. It will take centuries for oak seedlings planted in 1996 to reach the size of those they replace. And (continued on page 3)

STUDENT MINISTRY
Students,

I hope that each of you are doing great and staying safe.
There is so much going on in this world and we need Jesus now more than ever. This past week I had the opportunity to bring God’s word to you. When I was preparing
the message God put a phrase on my heart. Faith over
Fear. I admit that this can be easier said than done, but I
firmly believe that we have to do our best to practice
this. After I presented the message I discovered a verse
that I would like to share with you. 2 Corinthians 1:9
“Yes, we had the sentence of death in ourselves, that we
should not trust in ourselves but in God who raises the
dead.” Jesus has already preformed the greatest miracle
of all when He arose from the dead conquering sin and
death once and for all. If we trust in ourselves we are
being led astray by the sinful nature that plagues us all.
If we trust in Christ we can be confident that we will be
with us each step of the way. Whatever Jesus has for us
is the best life we could possibly live. We may not understand, but that is okay. We know that God wants to use
us all in the best way possible to further His kingdom. As
I mentioned earlier, this is not easy. In fact, it probably
will not come naturally. Unfortunately, I struggle in this
area with my walk with Christ. I am thankful for His
grace and forgiveness. I am thankful that God is continually working to make me more like Him. He wants to do
the same for us all.
This month, pray for our students. Pray that they would
choose faith over fear. It is becoming harder and harder
to live a Christ centered life for all of us, but especially
our students. They are constantly bombarded with false
narratives that are prevailing in their culture. We know
that God wants to change them and that he has the
power to do so. All they have to do is choose Jesus and
reject the lies. Jesus wants to grow our students to help
them accomplish His will and make them more like Him.
Our students need Jesus. Our students need to hear the
truth. Thank you for your prayers and Have a great
month.
In Christ,
Isaac Walton

What’s Happening
Join the Praise Band, Pastor Mark and now the congregation
every Sunday morning at 11:00 a.m. for a message from
God’s word through song and word on the Glenwood Baptist
Facebook Page or at gbcor.org.

MUSIC NOTES

(Pastor’s Pen, continued)

Here we are in August 2020, and let me say it's been a different type of year to say the least. We live in different times
now and these days are a new norm. Let me remind you that
in these days and days ahead GOD is still in control. I brought
up last Sunday morning about how to worship and are we
worshiping the right way. Even in these times we can still
worship our savior Jesus Christ every day. Take those few
minutes every day and worship him, either in song, in prayer
and/or reading your Bible. I want to challenge you to worship in your way. We need to prepare our hearts on Saturday
night and through the week for Sunday morning worship as
we gather together in person and or on Facebook. Let's all
worship together.
Continue to pray for our worship team and our pastor and
staff as we prepare for Sunday mornings. We love you and
miss you all and desire your much needed prayers.
Praise ye the Lord
Bryan

Rule #1:
Assumption #1:
Assumption #2:

the town of Wake Forest will never be the same.

For everyone in Wake Forest, “riding out” Hurricane Fran was the proverbial “piece of cake.” Living with the aftermath was by far the most challenging aspect of the whole experience. September in the Carolinas is usually comfortable, but can be sweltering—especially after a tropical weather system. No electricity meant no air conditioning, no refrigeration, no ice, nothing cool to drink. It meant no gas for your car, no traffic signals, no street lights. It
meant no ATMs for cash, and no place to purchase necessities even if you had it. It meant no television, no telephone, and no radio except on battery power. Nothing about life was “normal.” Plans had to be canceled. Lives
were put on hold. Many of the usual landmarks (literally and figuratively) were gone. The world felt very strange.
And there is simply no way to measure the cost of opportunities lost.
I hope the parallels with our current crisis are obvious. In the big scheme of things, the pandemic will pass like a
hurricane—relatively swiftly and with relatively few casualties. It is the damage that the pandemic leaves in its
wake that will bring the most severe challenges. Massive effort will be required to rebuild businesses, organizations, and churches. Deepening the challenges even further is the fact that the formulas that worked to build these
institutions in the first place may not serve well at all in the rebuilding process. The economic, social, and psychological landscape has changed irreversibly.

How I Cope in 2020
Richard Wright

If you are still with me, you may be asking, “What does this have to do with me, and what does it have to do with
the church?” Much in every way. For Glenwood, surviving the pandemic is, by God’s grace, a piece of cake. The real
challenges will begin in the aftermath, once the storm has passed by.

Life isn’t fair.
Things are bad.
Things will get better.
If it doesn’t happen, see Rule #1.

First, the “cleanup” will be a significant challenge. I am not speaking of sanitizing the building here. That’s easy. I
am speaking of clearing the “debris” left in the aftermath of the crisis. What has the “storm” broken beyond repair? What can (or should) be salvaged? What should be shored-up? What needs to be razed? The cleanup after a
hurricane reveals both problems and opportunities previously unrecognized. The same is true in the church.

Or, try activity #1:
Sit on my front porch for 25 minutes
Enjoy a cup of Maxwell House Coffee (black)
Think about all my many blessings:
God has been so good to me,
The wonderful world we live in and, the
beautiful Universe God created.
You need to know some astronomy to
fully appreciate the Universe.
I had a wonderful wife for 49 years, much
better than I deserved.
A daughter and son-in-law (Christians)
Grandson, 2005 model
Grand-daughter, 2010 model
Many relatives and friends, especially at
Church.
A really good job for 34.5 years, interesting
and challenging work (many good friends);
Retired for 20 years—good health.
Traveled to all 50 states and many foreign
countries, Alaska (4 times), Antarctica, South
America, Europe, Australia, New
Zealand, Caribbean.
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Second, rebuilding will require careful, prayerful planning and lots of hard work (think Nehemiah and the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem). Where and how must we invest to effectively fulfill the unchanging mission of the
church in the most effective way possible? It makes no sense at all to rebuild programs and ministries that the crisis has rendered obsolete.
Finally, thriving in a “post-pandemic” world will require a willingness to meet people where they are—physically,
emotionally, and spiritually—and then, speaking the language they can understand, lead them to see the unfathomable blessing of new life in Christ.
Meeting these challenges will require “all-hands-on-deck.” It will require everyone to reevaluate their personal priorities and commitments. It will require each one to pray and work and give as if the success of the mission depended upon you (because it really does!). Glenwood may be on the cusp of her greatest days of ministry and service in the Kingdom of God. It will depend largely on what we do next. Can the Lord count on you?
Pastor Mark
P.S. It is my great hope and sincere prayer that we can resume in-person services very soon. It is my deep conviction that we should, indeed, that we must. Please join me in praying that our Lord will give your deacons, staff, and
pastor the knowledge and wisdom to know when He would have us return.
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